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SUMMER PRUNING 
 
Why do we prune fruit trees in the summer? Trees manage quite well without interference from us, but 
we plant fruit trees because we want fruit and a healthy well shaped tree. We summer prune to promote 
the production of fruit buds, to let light and air into the tree, to remove any dead, damaged or diseased 
wood and to produce a well shaped tree for ease of picking and the promotion of strong healthy branches. 
Don’t summer prune trees until they are 3 years old unless you are creating cordons or espaliers. Do 
major reshaping of old trees and shape new trees in the winter Dec. – Feb. (see winter pruning notes on 
SWCWT.org website) 
 
Tools for the job are a good pair of secateurs. The most important thing is to have good quality, clean, 
sharp tools. Always have a barrow or bag to collect any trimmings and burn them to avoid spreading 
disease. 
 
There is no mystery about pruning, to gain confidence there are many good books on the subject (RHS 
have a good one) that detail by diagram how to create bush, cordoned, espaliered, and fan shaped trees 
designed to maximize fruit production in a small space.  
 
These tips for apples and pears are a general guide 

1) Don’t be scared, it’s very difficult to kill a tree unless its going to die anyway 
2) Summer pruning, to encourage fruiting the following year, should be done after the ‘summer drop of 

half formed fruit’ which in Scotland happens in July. Cordons, espaliers, and dwarf pyramids should 
be pruned in the summer to inhibit shoot growth. Plums and cherries should only be pruned in the 
summer. Choose a dry day. 

3) It is wise to sterilise tools with a flame, or methylated spirit as you move from tree to tree to prevent 
spreading bacterial canker, folk lore says you should wash your hands between treating trees, you 
are performing surgery after all 

4) Check any guards, remove any grass, twist off suckers from the base, cut any new growth from the 
trunk of the tree. Replace guard making sure there is good air circulation 

5) Cut out dead, dying, damaged and diseased wood (split/rubbed wood, canker etc) 
6) Cut new growth back to approx. a knuckle length or 5 leave nodes from last years growth, last years 

growth is darker and a nodule will have formed where the new growth starts. Cut an oblique cut 
sloping downwards just above a leaf node. Stand back every now and then and check the 
framework of the tree is to you satisfaction 

7) Make sure light can get into the centre of the tree and take off any growth that is going to cross and 
rub other branches 

8) Be careful how much you prune, the more you prune the more growth you promote. Anything bigger 
than a thumb thickness leave until the winter 

9) As you move around the tree remove any excess fruit that may cause branch damage. Twist apples 
off with an upward motion, never pull.  

10) Remove all cuttings and burn to avoid disease spread 
 

Be aware that some apples are tip bearing trees such as Bramley, Discovery, St Edmunds Pippin, Lord 
Lambourne, Worcester Pearmain so if you remove the tips there will be no fruit, only prune out centre and 
any growth that may cross other branches. 
Prune plum trees in June - July and paint all cuts with a sealing solution to prevent silver leaf infection. 
Keep pruning to the minimum only taking out dead, diseased wood, and any branches causing 
overcrowding, cut off any suckers at the base of the tree. Don’t tip prune. When trees are young, prune to 
create a strong framework to support the weight of fruit. 
Pull off don’t cut rootstock suckers. 
Prune Cherries after fruiting in the summer maintain a vase shape and make sure there is enough air 
circulation in the centre. 
 
Additional notes – 
A spray in the winter will prevent disease such as mealy bug, greenfly, red spider mite, an organic spray 
can be found at www.greengardener.co.uk 
Dress around the base of the tree with potash (wood ash) and compost in the spring Prevent removal of 
the bark by strimmers, rabbits and herbicide spray 

http://www.greengardener.co.uk/

